®

SmartSled Custom
Cases for KDC470

The Future of Sled Scanning
If you're looking for a reliable sled scanning solution for Android or iOS don’t look any further.
Complete with a physical connection, these custom cases enable direct data transmission and simultaneous
charging of both your Smart Device and KDC for a full sled scanning solution.

Integrated

Each case provides a direct connection via the USB or Lightning
port on your device for a fully integrated sled scanning solution.

Fast

The integration means fast data transfer. When used with
Android devices, the SmartSled™ Custom Case utilizes the USB
On-The-Go (OTG) specification for speeds 30% faster than
Bluetooth. When used with iOS devices, the SmartSled Custom
Case boasts speeds 10% faster than Bluetooth via Apple’s serial
connection.

Secure

That same integrated connection ensures safe data transfer
without any chance of connection interruption. Your data will
stay right where you need it to and nobody else can access it
without your permission.

Powered

Gone are the days of charging the KDC470 and your host device
separately. Both devices can be charged via a single USB-Micro
port on the KDC470. Additionally, the SmartSled Custom Case
is compatible with KOAMTAC KDC470 Charging Cradles which
will charge both devices simultaneously via pogo pins.

Designed

SmartSled cases are designed with you - and your phone - in
mind. The soft inner silicone attaches to a hard outer shell,
your KDC470, and (optional) KDC470 Companion via six
custom screws for a safe and secure all-in-one sled scanner.
The combination means less bulk and a fit as comfortable in
your hand as your smart device by itself. For the larger devices,
the hard outer shell includes two additional scan buttons for
ergonomic scanning.

Protected

The KDC470 can handle a 5’ drop but without a case, your
device may not. The SmartSled Custom Case adds extra
protection to your device and gives you peace of mind should
you device slip out of your hand or pocket.
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SmartSled Custom Case
®

for KDC470

SmartSled BLE Custom Case for iOS Devices
Compatibility
iPhone 7/8 Plus, iPod Touch 5/6

Construction
Plastic and silicone

Interface
BLE HID, Lightning to Serial

Convenience
Integrated scanning buttons on sides of iPhone7/8 Plus case
Simultaneous charging of KDC470 and host device

SmartSled Custom Case for Android Smartphones
Compatibility
Samsung Galaxy XCover4, XCover4S

Construction
Plastic and silicone

Interface
USB On-The-Go

Convenience
Simultaneous charging of KDC470 and host device

SmartSled Custom Case for Galaxy Tab Active2
Compatibility
Samsung Galaxy Tab Active2

Construction
Plastic

Interface
Bluetooth

Convenience
Integrated scanning buttons on top of case
Simultaneous charging of KDC470 and host device

KDC470 Models
KDC470L, KDC470Li, KDC470D, KDC470Di, KDC470C, KDC470Ci

Compatible Accessories for all Custom Cases
KDC470 1-Slot Charging Cradle, 4-Slot Charging Cradle, HF/UHF RFID Companion, Pistol Grip, Extended Battery Pack
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